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COMMENTS and ITEMS of INTEREST
Palestine
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The political history of Palestine resembles a brightly colored card of sampies of all kinds of conquerors who have
besieged and ruled this land. Even the
ancient Hebrews were not the original
owners of this land for they had wrested
it at the point of the sword from the
Canaanites.
Till about 125 B. C. the Canaanites
were in possession of the land.
From 1250 B. C. to the destruction of
the Northern Kingdom, the Israelites
were the political rulers of the land, but
they were not a united people until the
year 1000 B. C , which means that they
were the owners of the country, for a
period of less than 300 years. After
the northern kingdom of Israel was destroyed there remained only the southe m kingdom of Judah, in control of only
a very small p a r t of the land. In 586 B.
C. this southern kingdom and Jerusalem
were destroyed. Therefore, at best, the
Hebrews ruled this land only a few
centuries.
Rrom 586 B C. to 539 B. C , Babylon
was in power.
From 539 B. C. to 322 B. C. the Persians under Cyrus and his successors,
had control for more than two centuries.
From 322 B. C. to 165 B. C. the land
was under the rule of Alexander the
Great and his Greek successors at Antioch.
From 165 B. C. to 63 B. C. a Jewish
dynasty, the Hasmonides, or Macabees
shook off the Greco-Syrian yoke, but
even these Macabees had only a very
modest part of the land under their rule.
From 62 B. C. to 395 A. D. Palestine
was part of the Roman Empire.
From 395 to 637 A D. the Byzantine
Empire was in control.
And from 637 A. D. till the present
time the land belonged to the Arabs.
This was a period of thirteen hundred
years, a much longer period of time
than any other of the conquerors could
boast.
But in these thirteen centuries the
Arabic rule underwent several changes.
From 637 to 750, there ruled the caliphs
of the house of Omar in Damascus, following their overthrow the caliphs of the
house of Abbassid in Babylon were in
control from 750 to 950.
From 950 to 1099 the Fatimid caliphs
of Cairo, Egypt, ruled the land.
From 1099 to 1187 the Crusaders sustained with great difficulty a rule that
was European in character. After the
battle of Kroon Hatteen they wei'e driven
out of the country completely. From that
time till 1517 the Arabs had the control.
Then from 1517 to 1917 the Turkish
or Ottoman power ruled and this rule
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has lasted till our own day when the
British took over the 'and as a mandate
and this will continue until a new chapter
of history is opened and Palestine once
more changes owners.
As a result of this constant change
of ruling nations for more than 3000
years, the present population of Palestine is of greatly mixed origin. Never
was there here a purely Jewish race.
Under these twelve different conquerors
there have always been left behind remnants of all those stranger races that
poured in over the land. So that the
present native Palestine is a conglomerate of Philistine, Babylonian, Persian,
Greek, Roman and Arabic ancestory, but
the most portion of this descent is Arabic. All the conquerors who ruled this
land after the final overthrow of the
Jews whose predominance had already
dwindled to almost nothing, up to the
present rulers, sent out their representatives only, their government officials
and pashas and in the last few years
their governors, to hold the land as a
lease. With a small group of officials
and officers and a small army they exploited its inhabitants extracting all the
booty, tribute and taxes that they could
lay hands on. No wonder then that this
land has gradually become more and
more poverty stricken.
—Jerusalem Messenger.

The Cure for Selfishness
Will persistent giving cure selfishness? Many seem to think it will.
The incident has been told of a rich
Christian who was drawing his check
for $500 for a worthy cause when,
realizing that it came hard to do this,
he tore up his check and quickly wrote
another for $1,000. To the astonished
collector he explained: "I cannot afford
to grow stingy. If I begin to dislike
giving, I shall soon cease to give altogether. I must give, and give often,
and give generously, until I enjoy giving
once more." The comment is made that
this is the way to conquer selfishness:
"Do something unselfish, and keep on
doing such things till you enjoy them."
The idea is a popular one, and is frequently expressed, but it does not happen
to be true. Selfishness never can be
overcome by any activity, good works,
or service of our own. For selfishness
is sin, and no effort or practice, even
in the Christian, can overcome sin.
There is only one cure for selfishness,
and that is Christ. Even the Lord Jesus Christ Himself could deal with the
sin of selfishness in the sinner in only
one way: by His own death on the cross.
Bearing our sins, including our selfish-
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ness, in His own body on thq tree, He who
knew no sin was made sin for us, and
died in our stead. When we receive
Christ as our Saviour we are "baptized
into His death," and "he that is dead
is freed from sin" (Rom. 6:3,7). As
we take God's Word for this, and reckon
ourselves "to be dead indeed unto sin,
but alive unto God through Jesus Christ
our Lord," selfishness is done away—
not gradually by our own efforts in
doing something for God, but instantly
by His finished work in having done
something for us. Because selfishness
is sin, victory over it is had only by
God's grace. Paul was writing about
the grace of giving—that is, giving
money—when he said by inspiration that
men are not to give "grudgingly, or of
necessity," for "God is able to make all
grace abound toward you; that ye, always having all sufficiency in all things,
may abound to every good work" (2 Cor.
9:8).—S. S. Times.

"Which Am I To Believe?"
"Colonel Allen, a noted infidel in
America, had a favorite daughter on a
dying bed. Being sent for to the bedside,
she said to him, "Father, I feel that my
end is drawing near. Tell me, arn I to
believe what you have taught me, or
what I have learned from my mother?"
Her mother was a Christian, and had
instilled the truths of salvation into the
mind} of her child.
"The father caused, fixed his eyes on
his child. His frame was convulsed with
the struggle between pride and affection,
truth and human reason.
Presently,
with quivering lips, he exclaimed, 'Believe, my child, what your mother taught
you.' All the accurately argued sophistries of human imagination fail when
brought to the realities of death and the
great hereafter. Much as giant intellects
would like to triumph over God, they
have to bow before the great I AM."
Infidelity fails when the shadows gather and the darkness falls. Infidelity
and atheism have no provision for the
"swelling Jordan."
Infidelity has no eyes in the valley
of the shadow of death. Infidelity has
no staff upon which to lean when human
strength fails. Infidelity has no lamp
for a dark place. God pity those who
trust not in the living, loving God!
Think on tnese verses:
"He| that believeth on Him is not condemned : but he that believeth not is condemned already, because he hath not believed in the name of the only begotten
Son of God."
"He that believeth on the Son hath
everlasting life: and he that believeth
not on the Son shall not see life: but the
wrath o* God abideth on him.—Jno. 3:18,
36.—The Wonderful Word.
Saul and Jonathan were lovely and
pleasant in their lives, and in their
death they were not divided. II Sam.
1:23
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"That Night of the Lord"

know Him is life eternal. T o have Him
as a companion and friend is to have one
with us who will never forsake us, but
will be with us even in the valley and
shadow of death.

Ex. 12:42
This passage refers to the darkest night
Egypt ever saw. It was that awful and
yet glorious night following the last ten
judgments of God which broke through the
heavens and fell upon Egypt. It was that
strange, tragic night of both life and death.
W h e n the sun went down that evening
there were more than 300,000 children of
Abraham who were in slavish bondage and
who from the lash of cruel task masters
• were weary, worn, and bleeding. They
were suffering strangers in a strange land,
but out of the blackness and death of that
night came the birth of a nation, a nation
whose sweep and influence has rolled on
through all the succeeding generations, a
nation by whose activities and actions God
reckons history, and who will continue
to influence the world to the end of time.
That night was so awful that the Bible
speaks of it as "That night". It was during those dark hours that Israel instituted
the Passover which was to be forever a
type of another night in the far distant
future when all the darkness and blackness
of hell and sin settled down on the human
body of God's only Son. It was there in the
Garden of Gethsemane where His sweat
became as drops of blood, where He lifted
to His lips that bitter cup which contained
all the dregs of human sin, misery, woe
and judgment. N o human soul will ever
know the darkness nor "how deep were the
waters crossed" through which the Saviour
passed that night to open the way for our
redemption. It is a night which should
ever be remembered and which is commemorated as we partake of the emblems
of the broken body and shed blood of our
Lord Jesus.

His Suffering
"Wherefore
art thou red in thine apparel, and thy garments like him that
treadeth in the! winefat? I have trodden
the winepress alone."
Isa. 63:2, 3.
This thrilling and vivid picture drawn
by Isaiah in his prophetic vision of our
suffering and victorious 'Savior brings a
thrill to our souls as we contemplate the
ministry and passion of our Lord Jesus.
It is a picture of Christ as He looked
from heaven upon the wreck and wreckage of humanity and found there were
none who could help.
There was no
other arm long enough to reach to the
depths of sin and redeem fallen man.
Throughout all eternity of the past this
great preparation was being made for the
redemption of man. W h e n Christ came
to" this earth and took upon Himself the
form of man, He laid aside the outshining
of His glory, but was panoplied with that
all-sufficient power of the Holy Spirit
which enabled Him as man to tread the
winepress alone.
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This vision gives us a true picture of
the whole prophetic story of human redemption. It is here that the battle cry
is again heard between the seed of woman
and the serpent and we see re-echoed the
conflict between Moses and Pharaoh,
Israel and Amalek, which were but
types of that mighty battle that was to be
fought on Golgotha's hill and from which
Jesus Christ would come as the champion
B-

"Christ in You, the Hope
of Glory"

Col. 1:27.
Paul, in writing to the Colossians, tells
them he has a wonderful mystery to reveal
to them, a mystery which God had never
before revealed, a mystery which was not
made known to the prophets of old, a
mystery which contained the most wonderful truth that the apostles could possibly
,.m pass on to these children of God. It is
contained in the verse quoted above. This
Christ, who had come unto them with
All Things are Yours
regeneration and who dwelt in them, was
(1 Cor. 3:21)
their promise and power of sanctification;
whose indwelling presence would make
"All things are yours": oh, wonder
rare!
them strong to do exploits for Him; would
That you and I are each an heir
enable them to be overcomers; would enTo all God owns in Christ, our Lord;
Thus saith His ever-living Word.
able them to take joyfully the spoiling of
Believing this, our hearts are stirred
With praise beyond compare.
their goods; and give them courage to
boldly die for Jesus' sake. It is this
"All things are yours": oh, hark to
this!
Christ through whom we have the promAnd see what glory and what bliss
Are yours, if you will only claim
ise of redemption, even the resurrection
Your portion great in His Son's
of our bodies.
Name,
For God gave all when Jesus came;
His grace we must not miss.
"All things are yours"; f o r body,
soul,
To give
you light, to make you
wrhole;
Abundant life through Jesus' death.
The Holy Dove's own sacred breath.
Yea. freely drink, the Spirit saith,
While waves of glory roll.
—Carrie Judd Montgomery.

uof redemption. In this conflict He met
sin, Satan, and death; and single handed
He won this eternal victory, coming out
of the tomb with the world, the flesh,
the devil, death, hell, and the grave, all
chained to His chariot wheels. He is our
conqueror for evermore.

"He Preached Unto T h e m Jesus
and the Resurrection"
Acts

17:18.

The startling difference between the religion of Jesus Christ and that of other religions is that in Christianity all is centered
around a personality. God is a person;
Christ is a person; and the Holy Spirit
is a person. W e are not called upon to
love a principle or to merely believe a
principle for humanity's love never coul^
be satisfied even in its best efforts were
its love to be bestowed on a mere principle. In the Christian religion all is summed
up in the person of Jesus Christ. All literature, poetry, music, that has been written to extol the Christian faith centers
around Jesus. He is the center and circumference. He is all and in all. T o

It is Christ in us which is the hope of
glory, who will in the resurrection moment be our glorification. He did not say
simply that He would bring us to the resurrection, but He declared boldly, "I am the
resurrection and the life." Beloved, it is
the shout of the coming One which will
wake up the dead and quicken the living
and the pledge thereof is the life of Christ
in us of which also we have received the
earnest, providing we have been sealed by
His Holy Spirit.

Resurrection

Recognition

By E. J. Swalm
"The Lord is risen indeed and hath appeared unto Simon" Luke 24:34.
H E text we have selected f or this
Easter meditation is the message the
disciples circulated among themselves on
the first resurrection day, and upon this
great truth we must build as without it "we
are of all men most miserable". This is
truth that faith must never surrender and
no believer can ever afford to consent to
any kind of a compromise.
W e are not content to take the empty
grave as sufficient proof of His resurrection. Some of the bitter and most subtle
enemies of fundamentalism admit of the
empty grave but those who are truly new
creatures unhesitatingly affirm, "He has
not only risen but hath appeared. Jesus
Christ is not in the grave but in the glory."
It is insufficient for us to behold Jesus
Christ objectively for ourselves as the
(Continued to page 122)
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The Hope of Immortality
By R. I.
"If in this life only we have hope in
Christ, we are of all men most miserable."
I Cor. 15:19.
r

E are living in days of depression,
discouragement, and darkness, which
veil the people in general, with distress
amongst the nations of the world. Is there
any hope or any inspiration to which we
may cling under all these conditions? Truly,
the downward look reveals nothing, but
when we look up and beyond, as our text
reveals, we receive a vision of that which
is immortal.
There is a universal belief in a future
state for mankind. The Indian looked forward to entering his happy hunting grounds,
others anticipate life in the spirit world,
while some believe in transmigration of the
soul—appearing in the form of some other
animal. Many indeed are the imaginations
of men's minds in reference to our future
state. The future state of man is the basis
of nearly all religions of earth. I dare say
if men could satisfy themselves that there is
no hereafter we would have hundreds of
suicides, if not thousands, to one at present. It is not death men fear, but the judgment after death causes men to fear the
venture without Christ.
M e n are conscious of powers inherent to
the human soul that are not proportioned
t o present environment and which require a
future life for their development. Great
names even in philosophy are subscribed to
its support. Plato, Cicero, Socrates, Bacon, Locke, and Newton, may be cited as
pointing to our future immortality. T h e old
song writers, who contributed to the hymns
of Jehovah worshipers, inspired hope and
faith in the thought of enjoying a place in
the mansion prepared for us and of living
with Christ throughout eternity.
It is fully confirmed by divine revelation.
It is written of Moses in Heb. 11:24, 25:
"By faith Moses, when he was come to
years, refused to be called the son of Pharaoh's daughter; choosing rather to suffer
affliction with the people of God, than to
enjoy the pleasures of sin for a season."
These scriptures are clear. Moses, by faith,
saw this life was nothing compared to the
future, that mansions, monarchs, wealth, or
splendor, of this world could not compare
with it.
Job asks the question, "If a man die,
shall he live again? all the days of my appointed time will I wait, till my change
come." (Job. 14:14.) Later in Job 19:25,
26, he states, "For I know that my redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand at the
latter day upon the earth: and though after my skin worms destroy this body, yet in
my flesh shall I see God." Perhaps in

-
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Witter
these verses lies the key of Job's integrity
thru his trial.
David also reaches a satisfied vision, not
of the present but of the future. (Psa.
17:15.) "As for me, I will behold thy face
in righteousness: I shall be satisfied, when
I awake, with thy likeness." (Psa. 16:11.)
"Thou wilt shew me the path of life: in thy
presence is fulness of joy; at thy right hand
there are pleasures for evermore." (Solomon in Eccl. 12:7, 13, 14; also Isa. 26:19.)
Let us notice Daniel 12:2, 3. "And
many of them that sleep in the dust of the
earth shall awake, some to everlasting life,
and some to shame and everlasting contempt. "And they that be wise shall shine
as the brightness of the firmament; and
they that turn many to righteousness as the
stars for ever and ever." W e can see these
old, faithful saints had visions which carried them thru this life into the future
eternity with God. Their trials and sufferings here meant nothing, because of their
faith and hope.
Now, let us turn to the N e w Testament.
"But is now made manifest by the appearing of our Saviour Jesus Christ, who hath
abolished death, and hath brought life and
immortality to light through the gospel."
(II Tim. 1:10). Here is a clear vision of
Christ's work for us. "But as touching
the resurrection of the dead, have ye not
read that which was spoken unto you by
God, saying, I am the God of Abraham,
and the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob? God is not the God of the dead, but
of the living." (Matt. 22:31, 32). On the
Mount of transfiguration when Christ
took Peter, James, and John, with him,
there appeared Moses and Elias talking
with him. Praise God, we expect to see
all of the patriarchs, and saints of all ages
in an immortal world. The rich man and
Lazarus can be seen as existing on the
other side. T h e picture is very real in
Luke 16, in reference to their state.
W e have other references which are very
clear in regard to future rewards and punishments. (Luke 13:28, 29) "There shall be
weeping and gnashing of teeth, when ye
shall see Abraham, and Isaac, and Jacob,
and all the prophets, in the kingdom of
God, and you yourselves thrust out. And
they shall come from the east and from the
west, and from the north, and from the
south, and shall sit down in the kingdom of
God." (John 5:28, 29). "Marvel not at this:
for the hour is coming, in the which all that
are in the graves shall hear his voice, and
shall come forth; they that have done good,
unto the resurrection of life; and they that
have done evil, unto the resurrection of
damnation." There will be no covering up
of sin in the past life; no money, organizations, unions, influence, or anything else to

get by with, nothing but the blood of Jesus.
W e find an emphatic scripture in Math.
25:25-34, 41, which is very plain as to rewards. Paul taught along these lines in
Phil. 1:23. "For I am in a strait betwixt
two, having a desire to depart, and to be
with Christ; which is far better." D o we
not here see Paul's vision of a better life—
that which exceeds this? (II Cor. 5:6; 9)
His preference is given to be with the Lord
and absent from the body.
Immortality is the hope of Christians. It
brings inspiration to them in life, "For we
know that if our earthly house of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of
God, an house not made with hands, eternal
in the heavens. For in this we groan, earnestly desiring to be clothed upon with our
house which is from heaven." (See also
Matt. 5:12). Heb.ll:16: He hath prepared
for them a city." Heb. 10:34: "Ye have in
heaven a better and enduring substance."
I Peter 1:3,4: "A lively hope. * * * T o an
inheritance incorruptible•, and undefined, and
that fadeth not away, reserved in heaven
for you."
These are expressions of consolation and
hope in death made by departed saints:
Stephen: "Lord Jesus receive my spirit."
Paul: "I am now ready to be offered."
Jerome of Prague: "This soul in flames I
offer, Christ, to thee."
Risdon Darrcott: "I am going from weeping friends to congratulate angels and rejoicing saints."
Alexander Mather: "The Lord who has
taken care of me for fifty years will not
cast me off now. Glory to God and to the
Lamb."
Melancthon: "Nothing but heaven."
Thomas Scott: "This is heaven begun."
Robert Newton: "I am going to glory."
Samuel Spring: "Oh, let me be gone, I
long to be at home!"
John Fletcher: "Oh, how this soul of
mine longs to be gone, like a bird out of
its cage, to the realms of bliss."
Alfred Cookman: "I am sweeping thru
the pearly gates, washed in the blood of the
Lamb."
How different are the last testimony's of
Atheists. The Sunday School Times is
authority for the statement that the nurse,
who attended Voltaire, when asked to take
another case shortly afterward inquired
whether the man were an atheist or. a
Christian, saying, "I will not take another
infidel, for I could not endure again what I
have passed through in nursing Voltaire.
Joseph went the dungeon route. D o we
not think it was through the vision of faith
in the hope of immortality? Lions could
' not discourage Daniel's hope and faith in
future rewards, surely he saw more than
this present life, that caused him to be true.
So also the three Hebrews, in the fiery
furnace, saw more than the form of the
fourth. Stephen's faith was not overthrown
amidst the stones which caused his death

.:
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because he had a hope which was an anchor to his soul both sure and steadfast
Apostle Paul was willing to be offered.
Chains, shipwreck, stones, trials, and all he
suffered were but light afflictions for the
glory that was revealed to him. Severing
his head could not sever his faith in immortality.
Peter likewise thought it more
profitable to be crucified than deny his
Christ after he caught the vision.
W e might mention John Huss, Martin
Luther, John Wesley, Polycarp, Myron
Taylor, Henry Smith, Josiah Martin, including all the faithful of the past as well as
the present. W e base our hopes not only
on what we enjoy here but that which is
yet before us. While here we have no
continuing city, but we seek one to come.
"Blessed and holy is he that hath part in
the first resurrection, on such the second
death hath no power, but they shall be
priests of God and of Christ, and shall
reign with him a thousand years." "For
the Lord himself shall descend from heaven
with a shout, with the voice of the archangel and with the trump of God; and the
dead in Christ shall rise first: Then we
which are alive and remain shall be caught
up together with them in the clouds, to
meet the Lord in the air: and so shall we
ever be with the Lord. Wherefore comfort
one another with these words" (I Thess.
4:16, 17, 18).

ies of Scotland because John Knox had
learned the secret of using spiritual weapons in his warfare.
Such weapons are just as effective today. The assurance that our God is still
in the prayer hearing and prayer answering business comes like good news from a
far country to many defeated hearts. Let
the church and the individual keep on praying terms with God and our most stubborn
victories will be assured. Go over the list
of recent failures, if such they be, and see
how often the cause lay in the use of carnal weapons. If the church had prayed
more and planned and organized and pro •
tested less, might it be that the perils from
a return of the liquor traffic would not be
upon our nation? Let spiritual weapons be
used in a mighty offensive against the foes
of righteousnes and strong holds will be
pulled down. W h e n men truly pray, God
will do what He will not and cannot do
when men do not pray.

Carnal Weapons a Failure
•By H. K. Sheets, Asso. Editor
"For the weapons of our warfare are
not carnal, but mighty through God to the
pulling down of strong holds." II Cor.
10:4.
r

E are in a battle all right. That
truth is ever before us. Some light
is shed upon the character of our foe
through Paul's writing to the Ephesians. He
says, "For we wrestle not against flesh and
blood, but against principalities,
against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness
of this world, against spiritual wickedness
in high places."
T h e inference is that the nature of the
foe should suggest the type of weapons to
be used in combat. Since we wrestle not
against flesh and blood, it follows that we
will not be successful merely by using
weapons of corporal strength, human
strategy, or intellectual power. All of these
in themselves are but carnal weapons. Our
foe is spiritual and therefore our weapons
of warfare must be spiritual—"mighty
through God to the pulling down of strong
holds." The sling and five smooth stones
in the hands of a shepherd boy could well
provoke the ridicule of the enemy but
T H R O U G H G O D the giant was slain with
this small weapon. Queen Mary feared the
prayers of John Knox more than the arm-

NEEDED—
Men and Women of Prayer
By E. M.
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Bounds

"E are constantly on a stretch, if not
on a strain, to devise new methods,
new plans, new organizations to advance
the Church and secure enlargement and efficiency for the gospel. This trend of the
day has a tendency to lose sight of the
man, or sink the man in the plan or organization. God's plan is to make much of the
man, far more of him than of anything else,
Men are God's method. The Church is
looking for better methods; God is looking
for better men.
W h a t the Church needs to-day is not
more machinery or better, not new organizations or more novel methods, but men
whom the Holy Ghost can use—men of
prayer, men mighty in prayer. The Holy
Ghost does not flow through methods, but
through men. He does not come on machinery, but on men. He does not anoint
plans, but men—men of prayer.
Talking to men for God is a great thing,
but talking to God for men is greater still.
He will never talk well and with real success to men for God who has not learned
well how to talk to God for men.
It is necessary to iterate and reiterate
that prayer, as a mere habit, as a performance gone through by routine or in a
professional way, is a dead and rotten
thing. Such praying has no connection with
the praying for which we plead. W e are
stressing true praying, which engages and
sets o n fire every high element of the
preacher's being—prayer which is born of
vital oneness with Christ and the fullness of
the Holy Ghost, which springs from the
deep, overflowing fountains of tender compassion, deathless solicitude for man's
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eternal good; a consuming zeal for the
glory of God; a thorough conviction of the
preacher's difficult and delicate work and
of the imperative need of God's mightiest
help.
It is prayer force which makes saints.
Holy characters are formed by the power
of real praying. The more of true saints,
the more of praying; the more of praying,
the more of true saints.
More time and early hours for prayer
would act like magic to revive and invigorate many a decayed spiritual life. More
time and early hours for prayer would be
manifest in holy living. A holy life would
not be so rare or so difficult a thing if
our devotions were not so short and hurried.
T o pray is the greatest thing we can do;
and to do it well there must be calmness,
time, and deliberation; otherwise it is degraded into the littlest and meanest of
things. True praying has the largest results for good; and poor praying, the least.
W e cannot do too much of real praying;
we cannot do too little of the sham. W e
must learn anew the worth of prayer, enter
anew the school of prayer. — Selections
from "Preacher and Prayer."

Religion
Religion is the child of heaven, and the
parent of all virture. The world is filled
with religions. Mohammedanism, Brahmanism, Buddhism, Confucianism, Catholicism and Protestantism each count their adherents by the millions. Each from its own
viewpoint contends it is right. That one
alone is right that lifts fallen man out of sin
into which he has fallen. Numbers do not
make any right.
The question is what has religion for its
adherent? Has it lifted him out of sin,
cleansed his nature from pollution?
The religion of Jesus Christ is not like
the others, it stands in a class by itself. It
is alone. For it, and it alone, offers a
remedy for sin, the Blood.
The false religions deal with the external
man only, and that passes with man, it is
the internal that abides. The temple may
be destroyed and all connected with it,
but the altar of Israel continues wherever
he is found. The spirit triumphs over form.
The purpose of true religion lifts a man
up to where he can see the Sun of Righteousness along time after the valley is enshrouded with darkness. Climb up for there
is where you will find God. It is said that
a little religion makes a man gloomy, like
a little education makes a man vain. Little
religion will cause men to see the giants,
and thus bring an evil report of the land.
—Gospel Banner.
T h e best way to keep our minds from
becoming stagnant is to keep them open
for truth.-—M. A. Monday.
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The Resurrection

The Great Awakening

By S. G. Engle

By Oscar W . Willets

"Else what shall they do which are
baptized for the dead, if the dead rise not
at all? why are they then baptized for the
dead?—I Cor. 15:29
H E resurrection of Jesus is the anT
chorage ground of Christianity. The
above quotation proves its superlative importance. The greatest miracle of the Old
Testament is the parting of the Red Sea.
The greatest miracle of the N e w Testament
is the resurrection of Jesus Christ. Christianity is the only religion that has ever
dared to rest its claims upon either prophecy or miracles. The boldness of its claims
marks it with a genuineness that at once
places it in the Divine realm.
If Christ did not arise, then is our faith
vain, and we are yet in our sins. If He
arose not, then He is still among the dead,
and we are baptized for a dead Christ, but
He arose and so we are baptized for a living Christ. A living faith is only possible
through a living Christ. Faith goes past
the cross to the broken tomb. It is not
sufficient or complete to see Jesus sacrificed
on the cross for our sins,—the tearing nails,
the crown of thorns, lashed, bruised, a
spear driven into His side which caused
the outflow of His life's blood.
It is here we see the enormity of sin, the
holiness and justice of God. N o event
was ever accompanied with such prodigies
of three worlds (Heaven, Earth, and H e l l ,
as the crucifixion of Jesus. All the marshalled hosts of sin are here seen in deadly
conflict. All the great, united battles of
earth fought by men and nations, never
settled such a great issue as Calvary. The
hill beyond the gates of Jerusalem was
heaven's great battle field. All other events
bow and fade in its presence. The first
twenty-one verses of the 22nd Psalm describe it all. Had it ended here defeat
and chaos would be man's hopeless portion.
But we go forward a few days more to
the broken tomb and a risen Saviour. Job,
the sage of Uz, asked, "If a man die, will
he live again?" Christ said: "Because I
live, ye shall live also." Here is victory,
here is hope. Here forgiving love and sonship is assured to the penitent and unsaved.
The resurrection is the world's outstanding historical miracle. But to more fully
know the Christ of history, we must know
the Christ of experience. T o see Christ
unveiled without, he must be unveiled within. T o know what Christ has done for
the world, He must be allowed to work
within. Men get little benefit from a knowledge of Christ through the power of memory. He must be known by the power of
His resurrection.
It was the writer's privilege to listen to

an Easter program in which men and women from different walks of life were asked to bear testimony of the Christ as
they found Him.
There were doctors,
nurses, clerks, business men, and people
from other walks of life, whose testimonies
all bore the marks of a living Christ, only
made possible through the resurrection.
Upon this fact, of Christ, stands or falls
the whole structure of Christianity. The
broken Roman seal, a rolled-away stone,
a folded napkin, an empty tomb, mark the
center of Christian hope. As it was then, so
is it now. N o one can be an apostle or
true disciples unless they bear witness to
this fact.
Let us again close up the tomb. In it
lies a crucified Saviour in grave clothes,
a used napkin, a scented and perfumed inclosure. A stone before its entrance bears
the Roman seal; outside stands a weeping
Mary. It protrays the sad picture of a
weeping and heart-broken world; weeping at the tomb's entrance; without hope,
no revelation, no pardon, no victory; all
gloom, sadness, and joyless life.
Types, shadows, the hopes and prophesy
of seers and sages—all a myth, a sneer for
scoffers, and fear of eternity. These are
the sad facts of an unrisen Christ.
But He arose as He said, and became
the first fruits of them that slept. Our
preaching has virtue, has assurance of sin
forgiven because God's claims are met. So
we will declare His Name, and praise
Him in the great congregation.
"They
shall come, and shall declare His righteousness, unto a people that shall be born, that
He hath done this" (Psa. 22:31).
Mary's soul magnifying the Lord, the
angelic announcement on Judea's hill, the
matchless beauty of His life, the glory and
mystery of His passion at Calvary—it is
the resurrection that places the Divine seal
upon every act of His,—birth, life and
death. The value of the atonement is
shown here. Had Jesus not been Divine
His death would have been an ordinary
suicide, as no one, but Divinity itself, has
a right to dispose of life. Jesus said, "I
have power to lay down my life, and I
have power to take it up." The Divine
claim is proved by the resurrection. N o
event demands, or claims a constant remembrance as this one. Each week, the
first day of the week, brings us into touch
and fellowship with our risen Lord. The
unbroken graves of all dead leaders of
isms and freak cults are with urs.bg igb.
to no followers of theirs a hope that they
through them may live again. Christianity alone can rest its claim of life beyond,
through Jesus Christ our Lord, to whom
be honor and glory, for life and immortality. Amen.

Jonathan Edwards, the most eminent and
most influential pastor of N e w England,
more than any other man was used of God
to produce what has ever since been called
"The Great Awakening,"—which began
under his pastorate at Northampton,
Mass., and extended to many communities
in N e w England and beyond—was born
in East Windsor, Conn., Oct. 5th, 1703.
He was the son of Rev. Timothy Edwards. He was graduated from Yale college in 1720, preached a year in N e w
York State, was for two years a tutor
in Yale and in 1727 was ordained pastor
at Northampton where he served continuously until 1850. He died at Princeton
March 22nd, 1858.
He is one of the few ministers of Christ
who will never be forgotten. And this
remembrance is due to the beauty and
Christlikeness of his character, which
found a partial expression in his sermons
and books. The source of his character,
and the spiritual power of his ministry, are
both found in the experience which came
to him before he began to preach. He has
left an account of it, in beautiful language;
a paragraph of which we print for the
meditation of the readers:
"I began to have a new kind of apprehensions and ideas of Christ, and the work
of redemption, and the glorious way of
salvation by Him. An inward sweet
sense of these things at times came into
my heart, and my soul was led away in
pleasant views and contemplations of them.
And my mind was greatly engaged to
spend my time in reading and meditating
on Christ, on the beauty and excellency
of His Person, and the lovely way of
salvation by free grace in Him.
"Not long after I began to experience
these things, I gave an account of them
to my father. I was much affected by
the conversion we had together; and afterwards I walked abroad alone, in a solitary place in my father's pasture, for contemplation. And as I was walking there
and looking upon the sky and clouds,
there came into my mind so sweet a sense
of the glorious majesty and grace of God
as I know not how to express. I seemed
to see them both in a sweet conjunction,
majesty and meekness joined together. It
was a sweet and gentle and holy majesty,
and also a majestic meekness; an awful
sweetness; a high and great and holy
gentleness.
"After this, my sense of Divine things
gradually increased. The appearance of
everything was altered. There seemed to
be, as it were, a calm, sweet cast or appearance of Divine glory, in almost everything. God's excellency, His wisdom, His
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"To the Uttermost"
By Hayden Howells
"Wherefore He is able to save them to
the uttermost that come unto God by Him,
seeing He ever liveth to make intercession
for them" (Heb. 7:25). The saving power of the Gospel to the uttermost is seen
in the life of Chief Rolling Bear, as he
was commonly called, of whom I will tell
you about.
It was in the summer of nineteen hundred and twenty-eight that I had the privilege of visiting the Indian Reservation at
Sanborn, N . Y. I shall never regret or
forget the experience of that wonderful
and most glorious journey. W e left Niagara Falls where I was holding a revival
campaign and began our journey to Sanborn. It was a beautiful day, one of those
days in August when the trees are in
bloom and the birds are singing their
melodies of praise and thanksgiving. W e
journeyed along the Niagara Road for
some miles and then turned left to a dirt
road. The stones were many, the holes
plenty, and we received many an upset
before arriving at our destination. W e
made one stop before arriving at our place
of interest.
This was at the home of
Chief Chew. He is the richest of all the
Indians. His land takes in the eastern
side of the reservation with a large orchard and many buildings for storing grain
and food. After a visit we continued our
journey. W e finally arrived after a happy and joyous ride over the dirt road at
the home of Chief Garlow.
Chief Garlow lived in about the middle of the reservation, his house facing
the road. He also has a little building
near the road which have many Indian
implements for sale. W e entered his home
and were introduced by the gentleman
who had accompanied us.
Chief Garlow was a large man, heavy
beard, somewhat untidy in his dress and
not inviting at that moment, but the man

purity and love, seemed to appear in everything; in the sun, moon, and stars; in
the clouds and blue sky; in the grass,
flowers, trees; in the water and all nature. And scarcely anything among all the
works of nature was so sweet to me as
thunder and lightning. Before, I used to
be uncommonly terrified with thunder, and
to be struck with terror when I saw a
thunderstorm rising; but now, on the contrary, it rejoiced me."—The Missionary
Herald.
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had a soul and it was lost and needed a
Saviour. The home of the chief is noted
for its mystery and so we were interested
to hear the story which he so gladly told
us. Then we were taken down to the
basement upon our word of honor that
w e would not tell others what we saw.
W e then proceeded up-stairs and commenced to talk, the conversation led on
to Salvation through inviting him to our
meetings.
One word brought on another until finally we approached him and showed him
his need of a Saviour. I quoted John
three, sixteen and a story which I had
heard concerning a man who used it. This
opened the chief's heart and tears came
to his eyes and he wanted to hear more.
He finally asked for the verse. I had in
my pocket a card on which was printed
the verse. I gave it to him. W e then
commenced our journey homeward as it
was approaching time for the service.
W e went to the place of meeting that
evening and had our service, and towards
the close of the service the door opened
and in came the chief, the same man, with
the same apparel, not inviting, but with
a soul that needed Christ and needed Him
as every lost soul needs Him.
The service closed without the chief accepting Christ. The people left the service but the chief remained. W e crossed
over to the place where he was sitting
and began to talk to him about his need
of Christ. W e pointed out how Christ
could change him and use him in a mighty
way.
It was not long before he asked us to
pray for him. W e all knelt in prayer
and right then and there he gave his heart
to the Lord Jesus Christ; the saving power of the Gospel to the uttermost was
manifested. But the saving to the uttermost came the next night. Going back
to the night of the acceptance of Jesus
Christ as his Saviour, let me describe the
chief as he entered the place of worship:
He was a tall man, heavily built and
the picture of health. He had on wellworn trousers, a patched coat, his hair
hung long and his beard was long. His
shoes were well worn and the picture of
uncleanness.
The next night Chief Garlow was on
time, but not the same chief as the night
before. In person, yes, but a new man,
changed by the power of Christ that saves
to the uttermost. He came into the place
of worship, his hair cut, his face shaved,
a new suit of clothes, a hard collar and
a bow tie, a new pair of shoes and socks,
a clean shirt, a new man.

W h a t a manifestation of the Power of
Christ to save to the uttermost! It was
a joyous sight, it was wonderful. Because
the Power of Christ can change any man
or woman no matter how low he or she
may be if willing to surrender.
I entered school that fall and one evening the president of the school came to
me with an application and asked about
the Chief. I told him he had been with
Buffalo Bill and his circus, also his age
and his conversion. I remarked that he
would be a good man to travel with a group
who were going about carrying the Gospel.
The Chief was sent for and came to
school. He was too old to take any classes
so with little patience he was taught some
of the word of God and prepared to go
forth and tell what the power of Christ
can do with an unsaved Indian Chief.
Chief Garlow has since traveled thru
many states of the union speaking to
thousands in schools, churches, and halls.
Over the radio he has told the story
of the power of Christ that saves to the
uttermost, which he found one night a few
years back in the place of worship in N i agara Falls, N e w York.—C. L. Missionary.

The Christ of Bethlehem
By C. E. Heise
\ A A N Y , many years ago in the litde
*•"-* town of Bethlehem, Jesus the Saviour was born. This happened in the days
of Herod the king. Jesus, being of the
tribe of Judah t and a direct descendant of
David, was of royal lineage. Bethlehem
was the old capital of David's day. It
was the City of David, so it was fitting
that the Christ should be born there. "And
thou Bethlehem, in the land of Juda, art
not the least among the princes of Juda:
for out of thee shall come a Governor, that
shall rule my people Israel" (Matt. 2:6).
Jesus came into the world as an humble
child, the son of ordinary, common people,
and because of this the proud Jews did not,
and would not recognize him as their Messiah. They knew that a Messiah would
come some day, and for Him they are still
looking, yea, they still travail, and weep
and wail at the wall, but He has come!
They missed Him. He was not seen of
them.
W h a t a calamity has thus befallen the
Jews! Their eyes being blinded they could
not see. They were groping in dense darkness, and have been ever since that day.
The ruler of that day sought His life, and in
order to succeed in doing so, many innocent children were slain. The infant Jesus escaped from the cruelty of a wicked
king, for God spoke to Joseph and Mary
and warned them to flee into Egypt. In
this God's plan was not defeated. The life
(Continued on page 126)
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H O O V E R — D O H N E R — O n M a r . 21, 1933, B r o .
of B r o . a n d Sr. E d w i n H e n r y a n d Sr. M i r i a m
N o r m h o l d , d a u g h t e r of B r o . a n d Sr. S a m u e l
N o r m h o l d b o t h of n e a r Mt. J o y , L a n e , Co.,
Pa., w e r e u n i t e d in m a r r i a g e M a r . 25th a t t h e
b r i d e s h o m e . B i s h . J a c o b T. G i n d e r of M a n heim officiated.
H O O V E R — D O H N E S — O n M a r . 21, 1933, B r o .
S a m u e l H o o v e r , son of B r o . a n d Sr. E l m e r
H o o v e r a n d Sr. E v a D o h n e r , d a u g h t e r of Sr.
M a r t h a D o h n e r , b o t h of M i a m i Co. Ohio w e r e
u n i t e d in m a r r i a g e a t t h e h o m e of t h e b r i d e ' s
m o t h e r in P l e a s a n t , Hill, Ohio.
E l d . C. R.
H e i s e y officiated.

Christ carried the work of healing right
along with His preaching.—Mrs. S. M . C.
Musgrove.

SISCO—Flossie Sisco, daughter of Bro. and
Sr. Eilo Sisco, was born near Sandusky, Mich.,
November 25, 1927.
And departed this life
in obedience to the voiceless bidding of her
Heavenly Father, February 2, 1933 after an
illness of two months, aged 5 years, 2 months,
and 9 days.
She leaves to later join her in the home
above; a father, mother, one brother, and two
sisters, and a large number of relatives and
friends.
Little Flossie will not only be missed by
her parents, brother and sisters but her presence will also be missed in the Mooretownship
Sunday School and church services of the
Brethren In Christ.
Three and a half years previous to this sad
occasion Flossie, with her brother and sisters
were by their parents publicly dedicated to
the Lord. How little did any one know t h a t
so early in life the Lord would call for her.
Funeral services were held February 6, in
the home at 1:00 P. M., conducted by Bish.
Henry Schneider and Eld. Samuel Lady. Because of weather conditions further services
were in the Methodist church of Sandusky.
Interment was made in the adjoining cemetery.
BROWN—Helen Bariett was born at Columbus, Ontario, Apr. 13, 1S61 and departed this
life at Kindersley, Sask., on Feb. 23, 1933.
She was married to S. S. Brown and in the
spring of 1912 they moved to Western Canada
and lived in the Smiley district being faithful
attendants of the Brethren in Christ church
at Clearview, Sask.
In the year of 1925 they moved to Manitoba.
After being there only a few months her husband was taken to the glory world. Shortly
after his departure she moved back to Sask.,
making her home with her daughter, Mrs.
Dave Byer, at Kindersley, Sask., and in the
summer of 1927 she united with the Brethren
in Christ, at Clearview, remaining a very faithful member until her death.
The church as
well as the family keenly feels the loss of so
faithful a mother. Her inspiration in services
will be greatly missed.
She leaves to mourn their loss: Mrs. Flosie
Byer, Mrs. Mildred Ferguson, Mrs. Edith
Hogarth and two sons, Fred and Lloyd, besides grandchildren and great grandchildren
and all who have learned to know her. Three
children preceded her to their eternal home.
Funeral services were held at the Clearview
church Sunday afternoon. Eld. N. W. Climenhaga officiated. Interment was made in the
adjoining cemetery.
DISHER—Peter Disher was born Aug. 19,
1861, and died Mar. 21, 1933, aged 71 years. 7
months, and 2 days. He leaves to mourn their
loss, his wife, 3 sons, 2 daughters, 3 grandchildren, and 3 brothers.
Bro. Disher united with the Brethren in
Christ a number of years ago with his first
wife, who preceded him in death some yearsr
ago. He was united in marriage with a widow .
Mrs. Gamble, of Fenwick, Ont., about a year
ago.
Funeral service was held on Friday, Mar.
24th, in Wainfleet Church, conducted by Bish.
L. Shoalts and Eld. Jessie Sider. Text: James
4:14. Interment was made in Sider cemetery.
KOSER—Vivian E. Koser, aged five years,
departed this life early Sat. morning March
25, of complications, at the home of her parents
Bro. and Sr. Koser near Mt. Joy, Pa.
She leaves to mourn besides her parents,
five sisters, Ethel, Helen, Elizabeth, Jean and
Reba, all at home
Funeral services were held at the Cross
Roads church, conducted by Bish. Levi O. Musser and Eld. Abram Hess. Interment was
made in the adjoining cemetery. Text, Job •
1:21 last clause and Matt. 19:14.
EASTER
Low in the tomb,
Jesus's body was laid;
'Twas closed with a stone,
And to watch, soldiers stayed.
When the Sabbath was past.
Women came to anoint:
But to remove the great stone,
They must someone appoint.
The tomb they approach,
No spices they need;
Find the stone rolled away,
Christ is risen indeed!
But where are the soldiers
Who were placed to defend?
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Ah! the Lord sent an earthquake
And they became as dead men.
Hallelujah! He is risen—
Victor over the grave,
Over sin and the devil,
Oh! He is mighty to save.
Hallelujah! He is risen!
May we not rejoice?
Yes, joyfully praise Him
In heart and with voice.
Oh, yes, He is risen,
In your life and mine!
As we die out to self,
And say, "Lord I am thine."
Yes, Jesus is risen
But He is coming again,
To take us to Heaven
And we do not know when.
So let us be faithful
That when He appears;
We shall rise and be with Him
Tho' eternity's years.
Composed by Ella M. Lauver, for Evangelical
Visitor.
MY JESTJS
Oh, my Jesus, precious Jesus!
All my love to thee I yield.
Thou art sweeter far than roses
And the lilies of the field.
In thy service there is pleasure
Like the wideness of the sea,
For thy love is without measure,
Boundless as eternity.
Oh, thou blessed, loving Savior!
Through thy grace of matchless store,
I have found thy loving favour.
When I entered by the door.
On the cross thy side was riven,
And thy hands and feet were pierced.
That my soul might be forgiven,
And from sin and death released.
On the cruel cross, dear Jesus,
Thou didst die for even me;
That throughout eternal ages
I might live and reign with thee.
My poor soul is filled with rapture,
Adoration, love, and praise,
When by faith I see my Savior
In His wondrous works and ways.
Thou hast saved me, blesesd Jesus,
From mv doubts and slavish fears
And my heart is filled with praises
And mv eyes are bathed in tears,
Though by Satan's hosts I'm hounded,
And his cruel darts are hurled,
While upon the Rock, I'm founded.
I have peace and joy untold.
Oh, thou blessed King of Glory!
May my heart, in endless praise,
Tell the wondrous blessed story
Of thv matchless love and grace.
Mav mv life shed forth thy beauty,
While on earth I briefly stay.
Till I wake with thee in glory,
In that land of endless day.
Alfred S. Rotz.

Transparent Christians
A small girl, the child of Quaker parents
whose aunt had for the first time taken her
to a great cathedral, sat wondering at the
glory that poured through the magnificent
stained glass windows. At length, curiositygetting the better of her ; she whispered,
"Aunt May, who are those people on the
beautiful windows?" "They are saints,"
the aunt replied.
Then, in a voice audible to those near,
the child said, " N o w I know what saints
are. They are not people who wear ugly
clothes and bonnets. Saints are the people
who let the light shine through."
W h a t a choice definition! It is not
enough that the light comes to us; it should
come through us. Can others find Christ
through you? That's the test of real religion. It lets the light shine
through.—
Evangelical Messenger.
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OUR MAIL BAG
City Missions
Altoona Mission, in charge of Bid. Herman (». Miller and
wile, 013—4tli Ave., All.oona, Pa.
Buffalo Mission, 25 ilawley St., In charge of KM. and Sr.
Karl Itosserl.
Chicago Mission—(ill.'ISJ llalslcad SI... in charge of Sarah
Her! and workers. IMione, Weni worth 7122.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., In charge of ISish. W. H.
Hoyer and Sr. Susie lioyer.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St., in charge of Barbara
llllz and workers. Hell Phone, Garfield 6431.
San Francisco Mission, 473 Cinerrero St., in charge of Maggie
B. Sollenberger and workers. Phone, Hemlock 1864.
Wetland Mission, 311 Klizabelli St., Wellaud, Out., in eiiarge
of Itislinn Jonathan Lyons and wife.

Rural Missions
Bethel Mission, in charge of I'lld. and Sr. U. I£. Jennings,
Sylvalus, Va.
Mt. Caiiuel Mission, in charge of Wider H. P. flelsey and
wife, (iladwin, Midi., Star ICoute.
Kentucky Mission Field, hi charge of ICIder Albert Kngle and
wife, (tarlln. Kentucky.
Houghton Mission. Ontario, in charge of Klder Waller 1).
Taylor and wife, Tillsonburg, Out., It. 1.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, l<'lorin, Pa., Brother Clarence Herr. Steward;
and Sister Susie lierr. Matron.
Jabbok Orphanage, Thomas, Okla.
Mt. Caiillil Home, Morrison, III., hi charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, In charge of lira. U. L. and Sister K i t t l e
Qrayblll, 1175 Bailey St., Harrisburg, P».

COMMUNION AND LOVE FEAST
ANNOUNCEME NTS
Indiana
Union Grove Church
June 3-1
Pennsylvania
Communion Service
Mastersonville, M.H. at 6:00 P. M
April 15
l o v e Feast
Fairland M. H
April 26-27
Philadelphia Mission—Saturday P. M. and all
day on Sunday, May 6-7.
Silverdale
May 13-14
Graterford
May 20-21
Mechanicsburg
May 20-21
Air Hill M. H
May 24 and 25
Cedar Grove Church, Juaniata and
Mifflin
District, May 27-28.
Blizabethtown, Pa
June 6-7
An invitation is extended to all to attend.
Michigan
Garland
May 13-14
Gladwin
May 27-28
Merrill
June 17-18
Mooretown
July 1-2
Canada
Markham-Howick
May 6-7
Wainfleet
May 13-14
Waterloo-Clarence Center
May 20-21
Bertie
May 27-28
Nottawa-Walpole
June 3-4
Cheapside
June 17-18
Walsingham
June 24-25
NOTICE
The election to choose a Bishop for the oversight of Elkhart District, Ind. resulted in the
choice of Elder Carl G. Stump.
May the blessing, grace and wisdom of God
be his abundantly, to fill this office to the
glory of God, and the welfare of the Church.
NOTICE
We again call the attention to all District
secretaries to their duty, in promptly forwarding to the Conference Secretary the names
of Delegates to General Conference, and all
petitions for the confirming of overseers of
trustees of church property.
All matter for consideration of Conference
must be in the hands of the Secretary by
April 20, that it may appear in the tentative program.
Church institutions and Boards should prepare their reports in triplicate.
O. B. Ulery
General Conference Secretary.
1325 Maiden Lane, Springfield, Ohio.

Special notice lo Sunday School sup'ts. If
you have not sent your report for 1932 and
have received blank for same, please do so
at an early date. Should you have failed to
receive a blank please let me know at once,
and I will mail you one.
The General Sunday School treasury is rather low in funds, the present amount being insufficient to meet needs for this year. A small
offering will be much appreciated. Thanks.
William Page, Sec.-Treas.
NEWS NOTES—UPLAND, CALIF.
Missionary Fellowship Meeting'. The annual Foreign Missionary Fellowship meeting of
retired, furloughed, and prospective missionaries was held at the home of Eld. J. R.
Eyster, local member of the Foreign Mission
Board, on Thursday evening, March 2. The
group of thirty-eight included twenty-three
prospective missionaries. Curios were worn to
distinguish the particular field of one's calling.
Inspirational talks by a number of those home
on furlough deepened the determination of
those who have received calls to the foreign
work and induced them to put forth their best
effort in their days of preparation until God
sees fit to bring them to their place of labor.
Other features of the evening were songs in
foreign languages and the reading of a letter
from the field.
Musical Program—On the evening of March 3
the Church Chorus, consisting of our young
people from church and school, gave an inspiring program of music. Besides numbers by
the full chorus, octet, quartet, and trio numbers were rendered. Upon the leadership of Sr.
Emma Byer, the chorus has done excellent
work, meeting for practice each Monday evening, and has given programs at other churches as well as at home.
Recent Church Activities—California State
Council meeting convened in Upland the evening of March 9. With Bish. Wagaman as
chairman, the work was transacted in a satisfactory manner and with a commendable spirit of unity.
The following week end was the time for our
spring love feast. Service was held in the
afternoon with communion service in the evening. It was a season of sweet fellowship and
melting together as we again partook of the
emblems of our dear Lord's suffering and
death. A realization, partial at least, of the
work accomplished for us on Calvary's cross,
and not for a chosen few alone, but for all
men, should stir us to still greater effort that
all the world might know the One who bought
their redemption at so great a cost.
Sunday was a day full of blessing and inspiration. The pastor brought the morning message from the words, "Come and Dine,'' John
21:12. The afternoon was given over to the
Sunday School Rally program when Rev. D. I.
Vanderpool of the Nazarene Church, Pasadena,
spoke to us on "The Making of a Man". Taking Moses as an example, he showed how
God trains for service both by social advantages and by the discipline of hard places.
It was planned that the evening services
should be given over to the theme of Home
Missions. So in the Young People's Hour reports were of the various Home Mission stations. The time was ail too short to cover the
work of all the fields. Bish. Wagaman followed, preaching to a full house. He used a portion of Haggai 2:4, "Be strong, and work; for
I am with you, saith the Lord of Hosts", as a
basis for his remarks. The exhortation was
to be true to the call of God; to use the talents, be they many or few, which God has
given, and to use them at home faithfully that
we may be truly fitted and trained for service in other fields as He may open the way:
also to be so dead to the self-life that God
may be able to trust us, and so crown outwork with success.
Through all these services we enjoyed the
fellowship of friends from both Waukena and
Pasadena. May God bless each one as they
return to their individual battle fields, they
with us fighting the good fight of faith till
Jesus comes.
The Earthquake—The earthquake of March
10, while not doing any damage i.i Upland, was
enough to make many people think seriously.
A serious attitude of mind was found sometimes where one would least expect it. If
only some are moved to definite action in regard to their soul's welfare, the loss of life and
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property will not have been in vain. The
church had opportunity to demonstrate the
spirit of the Master in helping to alleviate
the suffering of the homeless in the stricken
section by the donation of food and bedding,
and the offer of homes open to refugees.
Revival Services—Our spring revival campaign is scheduled to begin March 26. Eight
days of intensive effort is planned, with Bro.
Alvin Burkholder in charge under the direction
of the Holy Spirit. Our prayer is that the
work of salvation may begin in hearts before
the special meetings begin, and that the revival fire might continue to burn long after
tile week has ended. We are confident that as
God has His way, hindrances will be removed
and we will have a blessed time of ingathering of the unsaved and believers will be sanctifed.
—E. M. H. Cor.
A TESTIMONY
Greeting in Jesus' Precious name:
First of all, I want to praise God for saving me from sin. At the age of twelve I gave
myself to Jesus and He saved me. I have
had many blessings along the way. I can
surely say from my heart, "Ever present,
truest friend, ever near thine aid to lend."
Surely our God is near to us and does help
us when we come to Him in faith believing,
with our needs. I feel with the Psalmist to
say, "I will bless the Lord at all times, His
praise shall continually be in my mouth."
1 feel I shall never be able to praise Him
enough.
Two years ago this month I suffered for
seven long weeks with inflammatory rheumatism. It was so painful that I had to be
handled with the greatest of care. My arms
had to be moved with pillows and my one
ankle was real crooked. It would take too
long to tell just how much agony I endured.
At the end of the third week of my illness
the Lord came and took away our dear mother who so faithfully had given me the very
best of care when I was sick. She was readyto go when her Lord called for her and she
went to be with Him. But, Oh, how we miss
her. The Lord undertook for me so that I
could be at the funeral. Shortly after that
I had to take my bed again. I was now left
with the care of my sisters, who did their
very best for me. But I seemed to be getting
worse.
One day I felt I should be anointed. The
brethren came and anointed and prayed with
me. I felt the Lord had heard the prayers
and I was looking to Him to answer. The
next day I suffered greatly and really wondered if I were going to get better. But I
still kept trusting Him for I knew He would
soon answer my prayers.
The next day was Sunday. I was feelingmuch better and stronger. I have never had
an ache or pain like rheumatism since for
which I praise God. Do you wonder that I
want to praise Him publicly? I had many
tests and trials at that time, but I'm so glad
Jesus has brought me through it all and I am
happy to say t h a t I love Him with all my
heart and ever want to give Him first place
in my life. Surely He is worth serving.
Just a few weeks ago the Lord spoke very
plainly again to me. I had been wearing glasses for the last eight years. I always had
a headache if I lert them off for even a few
hours. I must admit they were pretty fancy
ones too. One morning God said, "Don't put
them on." So I obeyed and promised God I
wouldn't put them on if He would take all my
head aches away. Dear ones, it's wonderful.
I haven't had the slightest sign of head ache
since. God surely gets praise for it.
My praise and thanks to God are more than
I can tell. I surely want to live for Him and
"Him alone" until He comes again. I have
had a real blessing in my soul trying to tell
others about these blessings, and I would like
to say to all: Take everything to God in prayer. His promises are true and no matter how
dark it may be He will fulfill His promises.
Let us be true and faithful.
Trusting, serving every day.
Just one glimpse of Him in glory
Will the toils of life repay.
Tour sister in Christ,
Sr. J. Wilmot Milne,
Stayner, Ont.
PRAISE AND TESTIMONY
I greet you with Psalms 33:1. "Rejoice in
the Lord, O ye righteous, for praise is comely
for the upright."
By the help of the Lord we wish to give
some words of praise to our God, who is
giving us so many blessings from His bountiful supply.
We are happy to know that our sins are
covered, and under the blood of Christ. Praise
His holy name.
We have a crucified Lord—a resurrected
Christ. Thus from the open tomb of Jesus
Christ gleams salvation for the world, bringing
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song and joy for every heart, and a hope for
every life. Calvary had its night of sorow
and tragedy of the cross. Easter morning
has its triumphant dawn and its message of
light, love and hope, for the world. Thank
God! it is the Christians hallowed privilege to
up lift the cross, and ever speak its precious
message of love, peace, and eternal life, for
all who will look, believe, and live.
While writing this little discourse, I wish
to express my appreciation for our church
paper, the Evangelical Visitor. May God bless
all who make it what it is, for we believe it
blesses many homes.
Our Bibles Schools are bringing a great
blessing, to our young folks, are thankful for
Christian Schools where the Word of God is
rightly explained and taught. May God's richest blessings be upon those who are at the
head of each School. They need wisdom and
guidance, but the grace of God is able to
undertake for every need. While reading the
College Bulletin of our Penn., State, I was
very much impressed. Let us a s a Brotherhood
stand by the work, with our means, and prayers, so the work that is started may prove a
blessing from beginning to end. (I Cor.. 15:58),
'Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye stedfast, unmovable, always abounding in the
work or the Lord, forasmuch as ye know that
your labour is not in vain in the Lord."
We also remember our missionaries in home
and foreign lands. God bless them in giving
the gospel.
It is blessed to know that all can have a
share in this great work. Even the mother in
the home, with her litle ones, raising them in
the fear of God, will prove a great blessing
for the coming years. Thus is pays to serve
Jesus.
May we always lend a helping hand and
do whatever our hands find to do. These are
busy days, may we find time to help somebody each day.
When I Have Time
When I have time, so many things I'll do,
To make life happier and more fair
For those whose lives are crowded now with
care.
I'll help to lift them from low despair,
YVhen I have time.
When I have time the friend I love so well
Shall know no more these weary, toiling days;
I'll lead her feet in pleasant paths always.
And cheer her heart with words of sweetest
praise,
When I have time.
When you have time! The friend you hold so
dear,
May be beyond the reach of your sweet intent:
May never know that you so kindly meant,
When you had time.
Now is the time! Ah, friend! no longer wait
To scatter loving smiles and words of cheer,
To those around whose lives are now so dear;
They may not meet you in the coming year—
Now is the time.—Anon.
Yours in Christian love,
Lizzie Bashore, Palmdale, Hershey, Pa.
Cheapside Revival
The Cheapside Congregation has again enjoyed another season of refreshing. Our services opened on Jan. 21, with a one day Bible
Conference. The various subjects of the day
were treated by Bro. E. Rohrer, the evangelist,
Bish. R. I. Witter, and Bro. P. J. Wiebe, besides, Bish. L. Shoalts and Bro. J. Nigh of
our own district. The Conference proved both
wholesome and inspiring to all in attendance.
During the revival which continued four,
weeks we enjoyed special manifestation of the
Holy Spirits' presence. While people of the
church and the community sat under the influence of the Word as given by Bro. Roher,
its searching and cleansing power was manifested daily in conviction that moved souls to
seek forgiveness, cleansing, and empowering of
the Spirit.
The Cheapside Congregation has been
strengthened, both spiritually and numerically, a number being added to the Church.
Since the closing of the Revival, one from
the Community, who entered definitely into
the experience of entire sanctification, has
been called home.—E. M. Sider.
TESTIMONIAL
For our dear readers of the Visitor. I do
no.t attend Sunday School and prayer meeting
and seldom get to church, but thank the Lord,
we can have Jesus in our hearts every where.
Last summer I had so much pride in my
new home that I somehow forgot God, but
one day He reminded me of my short comings
and brought me on my knees in secret prayer.
Not long after that Mother was called away
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so suddenly. We couldn't understand why,
but God only knows. Her departure gave me
still a clearer vision that we have no abiding
place here and with that brought me nearer to
God. O! what a friend He is in time of need,
if we only trust Him. I praise the Lord for
my praying parents and my desire is to ever
be obedient to the will of my ever present
Lord. Pray for me and my house that we may
stand true and faithful until Jesus comes.
t Yours for Jesus,
Mrs. Lizzie Lesher.

life consist in intellectual delights, while
it is true there are pleasures of the mind
that are of a far superior order than the
pleasures of the body, for instance, the man
who can project himself into the history of
the past and live over again the years that
have become ancient or the one who can
break open the treasuries of nature and
find her secrets must have some joy, also
artists must experience pleasure rare in
music, and in beauty, etc., but one who
is all head does not really live. It is in
the affectional realm where men really
live.

HE TOUCHES HER HAKES
My hands were filled with many things,
Which 1 did precious hold.
As any treasure of a king's,
Silver, or gems, or gold.
The Master came, and touched my hands,
The scars were in His own.
And at His feet my treasure sweet,
Fell shattered one by one;
"I must have empty hands," said He,
"Wherewith to work My works through
thee."
My hands were stained with marks of toil,
Defiled with dust of earth,
And render little worth—
And I my work did oft'times soil,
The Master came, and touched my hands
And crimson were His own.
And when amazed, on mine I gazed
Lo, every stain was gone.
'I must have cleansed hands," said He,
"Wherewith to work My works througb
thee."
My hands were growing feverish,
And cumbered with much care,
Trembling with haste and eagerness,
Nor folded oft in prayer.
The Master came, and touched my hands,
With healing in His own,
And calm and still to do His will,
They grew, the fever gone.
"I must have quiet hands," said He,
"Wherewith to work My works through
thee."
My hands were strong in fancied strength,
But not in power divine.
And bold to take up tasks at length,
That were not His, but mine,
The Master came, and touched my hands.
And might was in His own.
But mine, sine then, have powerless been.
Save His were laid thereon
"That I can work My works through thee."
"And it is only thus," said He,
—Sel. by Martha Resor.

Resurrection

Recognition

(Continued from page 115)
crucified Saviour, while we must see Him
as such, yet it is imperative that we so
appropiate this truth to our hearts that we
identify ourselves with Him in His death,
burial, and resurrection that "we may
know Him and, the power of His resurrection."
W e can afford to excitedly cling to this
glorious truth because it assures us that
He hath abolished death and brought life
and immortality to light through the gospel.
He has brought life in its fullest significance within the comprehension of our
faith.
He has given us a revelation of
conditions of life beyond the grave so that
through the medium of Jesus Christ we
may view both time and eternity and realize for what high and holy destiny we
have been created.
Let us notice what life consists in. For
every one of us in its truest sense it consists in our affectional fellowships. Neither life nor its joy consists in the abundance of things which man possesseth.
One may have more than heart could
wish of earth's material comforts and
luxuries and not really live. N o r does

That man is a pauper indeed who has
never found anyone on whom he can lavish his heart's affection. W h e n God created men He saw he should have a helpmeet thus preventing him from being alone,
then came the family and they must have
realized something of the very nature of
God, that life in itself, in its very essence
and fulness, and richness consists in loving for "God is love". That is why mankind, saved or unsaved, is interested in
what lies beyond the grave. W h e n human associations are severed by death
many folks live in unrelieved sorrow because they have no hope beyond.
Some
linger so relentlessly at the grave of loved
ones, but oh! the Christian has something
far better than worshiping at the place
where ashes lay. T h e y look beyond the
grave realizing that for them this present
life projects itself into the future because
there is One who died and is risen again.
He died for our sins. He went into the
grave as our substitute and rose again the
third day as the representative of every
believer.
He appeared unto Simon thus displaying
real affection, then He showed Himself
alive after His passion by many infallible
proofs. Notice He did not appear to Pilate, nor Annas, nor Caiaphas. H e might
have gone in to them and showed His
scarred hands and brow and exultantly
said, "I told you I would triumph", but no,
He showed Himself to those whom He
loved and who loved Him.
If we would learn anything of life we
must learn it from the one who hath appeared on the resurrection side. W e have
the conclusive evidence because H e hath
appeared. Thank God. Let His opponents and enemies rage, they never have
produced the dead body in support of their
non-ressurection claims. W e to whom He
hath appeared can rejoice for we have resurrection hope that some day we shall be
with Him also in the glory, there to be
reunited in a grander sense with our loved ones who have died in Him. Shall we
recognize them? Beyond a doubt we shall
on the shores of the morning land.
There can be no letting the Christ-life
in you shine out when there is no Christ
there to shine. Isaiah Reid.
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NEWS FROM FOREIGN LANDS
Names and Addresses
Foreign Missionaries
Africa
MAT0P0
Elder and Mrs. L. B. Steckley, Elder and Mrs. C. F . Eshelman, Elder li. 11. Mann, Mrs. S. K. Doner, and Miss Lois
Frey, Matopo Mission, Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, South
Africa.
MTSHABEZI
Elder and Mrs. YV. 0. Winger, Mrs. Naomi Lady, Miss Mary
Brenanian, Miss Martha Kauffman, Miss Sadie Book, and
Miss Anna Wolgemuth, Mtshabezi Mission, P . B. 102 " M " ,
Bulawayo, So. Khodesia, South Africa.

As cold waters to a thirsty
soul, so is good news
from a far country.
Prov. 25:25.

BULAWAYO
Bishop and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Bulawayo, So. Afriea.
WANEZI
Elder and Mrs. 11. J. Frey, Wanezi Mission, Filabusi, So.
Khodesia, South Afriea.

God's Gall to John, the Beloved
By ]. A.
Article 13
A N Y of the things concerning the call
AVA of Peter could be reiterated as the
call of John is considered. Throughout all
their early career they were closely connected and the calls were simultaneous.
Their early occupations were the same. But
how different the natures! One, bombastic, the other, mild but genuine as gold
which is tried.
The first notice of John in the Synoptic
Gospels is found in Mark 1:19-20. Here
we find that early in the ministry of Jesus,
John with his brother James, sons of Zebedee, was engaged in fishing. They had
boats, nets and hired servants. As Jesus
passed by He saw them fishing and said
unto them, "Follow me". Immediately they
left their occupation and followed Jesus.
The W o r d states that nets and boats were
left with their father Zebedee. While the
word doesn't state specifically that John
was called to be a fisher of men it certainly infers that and we can well assume that
he was. And what a splendid fisherman he
made. He followed close to his Master
but kept himself well out of sight.
Mark Guy Pearce one time said, "I
watched an old man trout fishing the other
day, pulling them out one after another
briskly. "You manage it cleverly, old
friend," I said: "I have passed a good many
below who don't seem to be doing anything." The old man lifted himself up and
stuck his rod in the ground. "Well, you
see, Sir, there be three rules for troutfishing, and 'tis no good trying if you don't
mind them. The first is, Keep yourself out
of sight; and the second is, Keep yourself
farther out of sight; and the third is, Keep
yourself farther still out of sight. Then
you'll do it." Good for catching men, too,
thought I. This quailification of keeping
himself out of sight is what makes John, the
Beloved, so large in my eyes. How often
in our zeal to make known our call to the

Climenhaga
Church, the only being the Church can see
is the big " I " and they say, " W e cannot
use you." So modest was John that he
never mentions his own name in the record
he left us of the Ministry of Christ.
The names of John and James are closely
associated in this early call. Let us note
the three words given by both Matthew and
Mark, "He called them." Then follow the
words, "they immediately left the ship, and
their father, and followed him." Luke's account is just a little different, not contradictory, but another angle of the incident, is
given by him. He states that James and
John were astonished with Peter and having brought their ships to land, "they forsook all, and followed him."

MACHA
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Winger, Miss Annie R. Engle, Miss Annie
M. Winger, Macha Mission, Choma. N. Rhodesia, So, Africa.
SIKAL0NG0
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil I. Cullen, Mr. and Mrs. David B. Hall,
Miss Anna Eyster, Sikalongo Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia,
South Africa.

India
SAHARSA
Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
A. I). M. Dick, Elder and Mrs. Charles Engle, Miss Anna
M. Steckley.
SUPAUL
Supaul, B. N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India, Elder and Mrs.
G. E. Paulus, Miss B. Ella dayman. Miss Eftie Rohrer.

Home on Furlough
Mrs. Ruth B. Foote, Lower Clapton, Road, Clapton E. 5,
London, England.
Mrs. Myron Taylor, 1175 Bailey St., Uarrisburg, Pa.

Son of God calling us to the Ministry, to
service in the Home Fields, to service
abroad? Is Christ not the same yesterday,
to-day, and forever? Truly He calls us as
He called John the Beloved. T h e more
we behold Him the greater our message
will be. John heard him. He heard the
Christ. He beheld the Christ. He lived the
Christ until he became Christ centered and
his messages were also Christ centered. If
John had a complex it was a Christ complex. And this is the complex we all need
if we shall be the servant He would have
us be. John's call was so specific that
Christ only was his plea. Charles Spurgeon has said, "The best training for a soulsaving minister is precisely that which he
would follow if his sole object were to develop the character of Christ in himself.
The better the man, the more powerful will
his preaching become. As he grows like
Jesus, he will preach like Jesus. Given like
purity of motive, tenderness of heart, and
clearness of faith, and you will have like
force of utterance. The direct road to success in saving souls is to become like the
Saviour. The imitation of Christ is the
true art of sacred rhetoric." John the Beloved heard the Christ. That call which
Christ gave ever lingered and transformed
his life.

In connection with the call of John, incidently James, let us note the following:
1. The medium of the call.
2. The time of the call.
3. The nature of the call.
4. The result of the call.
It was the Incarnate One who called
John. Others may have beheld Christ's
humanity but John recognized that it was
the Son of God, God in the Flesh who
called him. So great was this impression
that in years after John said "That which
was from the beginning, which we have
heard, which we have seen with our eyes,
which we have looked upon, and our
hands have handled, of the W o r d
of Life * * * * * That which we have
seen and heard declare we unto you." It
was He, the W o r d that was made flesh,
whom John saw with his eyes, heard with
his ears say "Follow me" or something of
like nature, who called him. There was
no mistaking the call. It was too personal
and definite to be mistaken. Matthew
heard the Lion of the Tribe of Judah but
John heard the Son of God calling him to
service, calling him to a Divine ministry of
Grace and Fellowship.

Once again may I call your attention to
the fact that Christ, or God calls at the
time a person is engaged in some kind of
work. Drones have little or no place in the
service of the Lord. John was fishing. He
even toiled all night at this occupation. The
all night toiling may have tended to discourage but it shows tenacity of purpose.
Like Elisha, John was called from his toiling to follow Christ. Elisha was called from
the plough to learn of Elijah the plan of
God. Nor was John a mere novice. He
was fully grown and well able to receive
the call of God. Youth may be called but
adults are also called. John was an adult
at the time he was called. And God is still
calling adults to the ministry, a noble calling indeed.

In a spiritual sense can we not hear the

Just as Jeter had a call to apostleship so

_ .
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John also had a call to the same. After life
showed that he was a great leader with
Peter in making the message of Christ
known. It was a noble service to which he
was called. Christ sought him out and
found him. Christ called him Yam Sing,
on his examination for membership on experience before the Baptist Church, San
Francisco, in response to the question,
"How did you find Jesus?" answered "I no
find Jesus at all; he find me." Christ also
passed and saw the fishermen. He, the
Christ, called them. Let us remember the
words "He called them", for these words
surely show the nature of the call of John.
Let Christ call and there will be no mistakes made. Days of persecution may
come, times of severe tests may arise, but
if we have been called by God, like John we
can lean on Jesus's breast and know that
all is safe. Even during days of depression, we can have a calm within our souls
which gives perfect victory at all times.
"Ministers are fishers. A busy profession, a toilsome calling, no idle man's occupation, as the vulgar conceive it, nor
needless trade, taken up at last to pick a
living of. Let God's fishermen busy themselves as they must, sometimes in preparing, sometimes in mending, sometimes in
casting abroad, sometimes in drawing in
the net, that they may "separate the precious from the vile," etc. Jeremiah 15:19
Matt. 13:48; and no man shall have just
cause to twit them with idleness, or to say
they have an easy life." John Trapp. Such
was the nature of John's call. N o t a call to
ease but a call to service. Just so will our
call be a call to service if we follow our
Christ "through the garden and judgment
as John was called upon to do.
Lastly let us notice a few results of the
call.
Immediately, they did not parley
nor disobey, they left their ship, and their
father, and followed Christ. As stated in
the last article, they did not abandon, but
left their ship in the care of their father.
They followed Him. It lead in many directions but never away from the Lord.
The results of the following of John may
be described in the following quotation. I
do not know the author. "Whatever the
part is, Christ is there, and to be with him
is joy enough for any creature, whether
man or angel. He does not send us to
walk in a dreary, desolate road. He does
not say, "Go ye" pointing to a lonely way
in which He is not to be found; he says,
"Come after me," so that we need not take
a single step where His footprints cannot
be seen, and where his presence may not
still be found. If the sharp flints cut our
feet, they have wounded His before. If
the darkness gathers thickly here a n d
there, it was a denser gloom that surrounded Him. If oft times we must stand and
fight, it was through fiercer conflict that He
passed.
If the cross is heavy to our
shoulder, it is light compared to the one He
bore.
"Christ leads me" said Baxter,
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"through no room that he went not through
before." If the road were a thousand times
rougher than it is, it would be well worth
while to walk in it for the sake of walking with Jesus there. Following Jesus
means fellowship with Jesus, and the joy of
that fellowship cannot be told.
So, beloved, if God through Jesus Christ,
calls us to follow Him. let us remember that
fellowship with Him is greater than all
earthly blessing. Men may say that our lives
wasted as we go to Africa, or Asia, but
no life dedicated to God is wasted. Friendship with Jesus in a hovel is more precious
than a palace without Christ. "Follow
me" He says to thee. Will you obey?

Pockets and the Pulpit
HT H E R E is a tendency for preachers to
•*• preach with their hands in their pockets, which has called forth the following
observations from The Literary Digest:
"Sew up firmly and tightly the pockets in
every pair of ministerial trousers in the
country before next Sunday. Ministers'
wives throughout the country are proffered this radical advice by the Baptist
Watchman-Examiner (New York). The
grace and dignity of the pulpit have been so
jeopardized by the hands-in-pocket habit of
American ministers> in the opinion of this
Baptist editor, that the only remedy is for
the wives to get busy with needle and
thread, and sew those trousers up. How
many ministers, inquires The WatchmanExaminer, are conscious of the degree to
which they are addicted to the hand-in-thepocket habit? Yet—
"There are few things more grotesque
and awkward than the sight of a well
dressed, well-set-up speaker at the very
beginning of his address or sermon ramming his fists down into his trouser's pockets and keeping them there during a considerable part of the time he is speaking.
"It is a kind of slouchiness for which
there is no excuse, and which would be tolerated in no other important place.
"Imagine, for example, the Ambassador
of the United States to Great Britain,
charged with a message from or concerning his country assuming in its delivery the
undignified, hand-in-pocket, free-and-easy
posture and manner of address to be observed in most pulpits on almost any Sunday in the year!
"This is no unimportant matter, for the
manner of the delivery of a sermon has
much to do with its effectiveness.
"One of the rules on preaching that ought
to be emphasized in the theological seminary is: 'Keep your hands out of your
pockets!' If the minister cannot or will
not, then let the minister's wife get busy
with her needle and thread. If necessary,
let every church insert an item in its budget
to provide her with sewing material."
—Herald of Light.
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India News Notes
Prayer Day—The day was spent at Supaul. Special subjects for prayer were,
The Convention, to be held in the near future, The Indian Church, T h e W o r k in
General, Sevendra Nath Sen, The Home
Church, Our Co-Workers in Africa, Our
Home Going Missionaries. The Lord was
with us.
Paulus Farewell—A farewell service was
held in both Supaul and Saharsa Churches.
The Boys' Orphanage gave a farewell program one evening and the Mission Boys'
school had a nice program on Friday, Feb.
3. They presented Bro. Paulus with a nice
gift in appreciation of his work. The last
farewells were given at the station on
Saturday, Feb. 4, when at 4:00 a. m. the
train carried our weary missionaries on the
first stage of their journey home. They
sailed from Bombay on Feb. 9th, on the
S. S. "Britiania" to Liverpool and after a
few days in England they will sail on the
S. S. "Transylvania" for N e w York. They
hope to arrive there soon after the middle
of March.
Transfers—Bro. and Sr. Engle were sent
to Supaul to take over the Boys' Orphanage and School. Sr. Gayman left Supaul
the same day for Saharsa, where she has
been appointed charge of the Mission Dispensary and Widows' Home. Sr. Rohrer
now has charge of the evangelistic work at
Supaul.
Bro. Dick and a band of Christian workers have gone to the Singeswer Mela. They
will give the gospel to those starving thousands who come there to worship "Mahadave". It is most heart breaking to see
those poor people suffer all kinds of difficulty that they might gain favor from this
idol, when Jesus gave His life for them.
An epidemic of mumps is visiting the
girl's boarding school. Eight of the girls
are down now. W i t h this exception we
can report good health among the Indians,
as well as the missionaries.
W a r m weather has come and in a few
days we will say it is hot. All will power
and energy must be brought into use then
to keep well and fit for work. Your prayers are needed to pull us thru another hot
season.
—B. E. G. Mission Cor.
The weapons of our warfare are not
carnal, but mighty through God to the pulling down of strong holds (II Cor. 10:4).
Whatever we miss, we must not miss
holiness—whatever we lose, we must not
lose holiness.—Christian Witness.
God never allows anything to happen to
us except for our own good.—Charles W .
Grubb.
God is a being whose perfections are so
absolute as to permit no increase.—G. D.
Watson.
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A Letter from Sr. Foote
Salvation Army Mother's Hospital
Lower Clapton Road. Clapton E. 5
London, England
March 22, 1933
T o all the Dear Ones in the Homeland:
Greetings in Jesus's name.
Again I am happy to submit a few lines
of thanksgiving and testimony for my Saviour King, flow marvelously He h a s
watched over me during the disagreeable
winter months; disagreeable, indeed, they
might be termed, but to me they have been
most invigorating after so many years in
the tropics, and I feel that I have been
physically benefitted. Praises be to our
God, I can also thank him for victory in
my soul and sweet communion and fellowship with him( although time and opportunities are few for mingling with the people
of God in worship. I very often attend
the services in the large Salvation Army
Hall here and rejoice that I can worship
with a people who do stand for real salvation and that it has power to change
men's and women's hearts and lives. But
even though duty will not allow me to
actually join in worship, as often as I like,
I'm glad for that S A T I S F Y I N G a n d
S A N C T I F Y I N G portion in my soul.
Months have come and gone and to-day
I have reached the middle of my course—
six months have rolled by. Many and
varied have been my experiences and on
the whole I feel sure that they will all work
together for greater efficiency in the future,
through the power of the Holy Spirit. During December and January I served my
course of night duty, which was very
strenuous indeed, but the Lord wonderfully
helped me through. I am informed that
soon I shall be sent out to serve two
months as a District Nurse in some of the
poorer homes of London. I feel that I
need your special prayers as I undertake
this special phase of my training, not only
for his personal protection but that He
may also make me a blessing in poverty
stricken homes and to down trodden mothers, and their little ones.
The time spent thus far has not been
without its special seasons of joy and great
blessing. I am thinking especially of the
visit paid me by Bro. and Sr. Paulus and
family on their return home from India.
The few days spent together have greatly
encouraged me, and I hope that the Paulus family may be made a great blessing to
the dear ones in the Homeland and that
they may also be blest by the attitude of
the dear home church.
Before closing may I take this opportunity to thank the many dear ones who have
so kindly written to me during the past
months, in spite of my warning that I
would be unable to reply personally on
account of limited time. At Christmas
time in particular I was greatly cheered
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Lost—Found: Found—Lost
Oh, to catch a vision of a world that's lost.
Oh, that men would tarry for the Holy
Ghost,
Oh, for Holy passion in the human breast
Bringing souls to Jesus there to find sweet
rest.

H P HIS' is often the prayer of my heart
•*• as I think of our work here in Africa
and I'm sure others have the same desire
who are laboring in the interest of lost
souls. W h e n one thinks of the value of a
soul, then of the many souls that have been,
and of the many that still are, and reckon
them with eternities value in mind, our
finite minds cannot comprehend, nor nearly
estimate the value our great God sets upon
them. Yet we as human beings are called
upon to deal with just these same souls,
what a responsibility, and also what a
privilege through Jesus Christ our Lord.
Again I say—Can we fathom the value
of a soul, and of what it means for just one
soul to be lost or found? Just think of one
soul in the light of eternity and then compare it with the multitude of souls that have
been, and still are.
First of all we think of a world that has
been lost—lost—lost—yes, indeed, lost.
And then of the love of our dear Father
and precious Redeemer who has come to
seek and save just such a world of lost
sinners. And then of the few, yes, comparatively few, of this great mass who have
been sought for, and found. Think of the
rejoicing in heaven over those who have
been redeemed even though but few. But
again we must come back to this great host
who are still lost. Some of which have
been enlightened and know the way to a
Saviour's love, others know the way but
slightly, and still others not at all. W e
who have been found, what is our duty towards such, is the question. How shall we
answer before a righteous and just God?
May we repeat—Oh, to catch a vision of a
world that's lost. I believe that is the sincere desire of every true child of God. T o
catch a vision! How shall it be done 7

and encouraged by the many messages of
love and good will. Thank you all and
may God bless you!
The separation of these months has been
almost unbearable in one respect and yet
for Jesus's sake, even pain becomes pleasure. If it please the Lord, my dear companion plans to sail for England early in
June, and as soon as I have taken my examination this fall, we hope to proceed to
our God-appointed field in India.
Yours in the Master's Glad Service,
Ruth Byer Foote.

Again we go back to this little stanza and
here receive the answer—Oh, that men
would tarry for the Holy Ghost. After
all isn't that the real secret for true success. Oh, for more Holy Ghost filled messengers of the Cross who would have a
greater vision of the lost, and of how to
find them.
For instance we think of those surrounding us here at Macha and of how it must
have been thirty years ago before any were
enlightened. How dark the scene, how
steeped in sin they must have been, and all
without kriowledge of their condition. A
ray of light has been shed upon their pathway, a few have been found, praise God.
And so we think of the lost ones, and then
of the found ones, and are about to rejoice when we are sadly reminded that some
of the found ones have again been lost.
Lost—and how much greater the loss than
even at first. Just to think of these villages dotted about us with scarcely one
which doesn't have a soul who has been
the second time lost. How much greater
the responsibility which lies upon us to
help just such as these back to the fold.
W h o will help us catch a new vision of the
Christ and of His redeeming power to seek
and save these lost ones. You, too, can
share a part in leading them back t o the
Master's feet and praying God to ^reveal
to them their lost condition and of freedom
found through Christ.
While sitting in Church last Sunday I
was thinking of two especially, who were
in our midst. And my heart went up to
God for them. The one, a young man, I
first learned to know while staying at Matopo Mission. He, too, was there, as a
student. His home is here in the Macha
District. About that time he had married a
girl from here. They lived as man and
wife for a few years, when finally she left
him and went to another man. He was accepted as a member of the church while at
Matopo, but through these tests which have
come to him he has again fallen by the
wayside, so I think of him as one who was
once found and again lost. He has been
working in the town of Livingstone for the
last few years and is now home for a three
months' holiday. He greeted us courteously after dismissal and seemed to be pleased
to meet his home friends and missionaries
again, but I couldn't help but feel for him
in reference to his spiritual condition, and
wondered what could be done for him.
The other, also a young man, who not
three weeks before lost his wife during confinement. He is a member of the Inquirer's
Class, and as far as we know desires to
follow the Lord to the best of his knowledge. But who of us as missionaries can
imagine the testing through which he must
be going at this time. A death in the fam
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ily at best is sad, but how much more so
for such as he—being young in years, desiring to be a Christian, living amongst people who try to impose their heathen rites
of burial and wailing upon him. Still he
was fortunate in that he lives in the village with a relative who, too, desires to
follow the Lord. And it was this relative
who in a testimony meeting especially desired prayer for this young man, making
mention of some of the things which were
hard for him at this time. W e as missionaries cannot imagine some of the tests these
our Christian native brethren are called upon to meet with, and to stand true through
them means more than we can realize. And
so I say, may we do our bit, even our very
best, to help that the lost ones may be
found, and the found ones who are again
lost, that they, too, may find their way back
to a loving Saviour.
—Annie E. Winger.

Supaul, India
Dear Readers of the Visitor:
Greeting in the precious name of Jesus:
Another day was spent in prayer at the
Supaul Mission Station. W e were glad
that for at least half of the day the mission group as a whole could be together
once more before some of the number
would leave the country on furlough. The
Lord met with us in prayer for which we
praise his name. The answering of those
prayers are in His hands. Some we believe have been answered.
Accordingly brother and sister Paulus,
Irvin and baby Lysta gave their last 'farewells' to the Supaul Christian group early
Saturday morning of the fourth of February. Despite the early hour most of
the Indian Christians were present at the
station to give their last 'farewell' and
God speed to the departing family.
The day before, the Upper Primary
School had extended an invitation to all
the missionaries of Supaul to honour them
with their presence in the school for at
least a half an hour. The occasion was
opened by the reading of the W o r d and
prayer by the chairman of the school committee, after some of the boys rendered
a song. The school in way of manifesting
their appreciation to brother Paulus for
services rendered remembered him with an
Indian shawl.
The evening before, the boarding and
orphan boys rendered quite a lengthy programme in honour of their guardians who
were so soon to leave them.
In view of the date of the coming convention strides were made in preparation
for the same. Brother and Sister C. Engle
and family who were appointed to take
over the work of furloughed missionaries,
bade farewell at Saharsa and joined the
ranks at Supaul. And as Sister Gayman
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has been given charge of the medical work
and widows home for this coming year,
she likewise had to move to Saharsa. So
the moving from station to station and
room to room had to be effected in the
change.
Scarcely are we settled in our respective
corners, when we are merged into a convention meeting. On February the twentyfifth our brother Mr. B. B. Yunas of the
"Children's Special Service Mission" came
into our midst, with holy zeal for our Lord.
The messages of the morning and evening
services in charge of our brother were
given in object lessons, accompanied with
the clear cut truth that no one of interest
could mistake the thought being conveyed.
As stated above Mr. Yunas is the appointed worker among children of the Hindi
speaking language. But the messages were
of such a nature that the middle aged and
the grey haired could also dine at the table,
for the crumbs given forth were so big and
rich. Yes, big and rich for the soul who
was free before God, but for he who's soul
was not clear before God, it served as
a looking glass to see the inner parts of the
heart. In spite of the searching messages,
there were no altar services, hence we
might think the meetings were a failure.
But I believe I give the sentiments of my
fellow-workers when I say, "The meetings
have not been a failure." W e believe the
messages and private admonitions given
by our Indian brother and his social intercourse with the Indian Christians of this
place will be far reaching. W e would even
say as God spoke through Habakkuk, "Behold ye among the heathen, and regard,
and wonder marvelously; for I will work
a work in your days, which ye will not
believe, though it be told you."
W e are not leaning on the arms of
flesh, but trusting God to work through
them. Again we are made to keenly realize unless we follow up and water the
seed sown it may yet fall to the ground
without lasting results. W e are reminded
in I Corinthians 3:6, as Paul has said:
"I have planted, Apollos watered; but God
gave the increase". So we need to follow
up these messages with holy zeal, prayer
and admonitions that God might continue
to work and yet before He (Jesus) comes
there may be a great revelation of himself
and the W o r d in this part of India. God
is working. For this we praise Him.
Pray that we may do our part in exalting Him and lifting Him up, for He has
said, "If I be lifted up I will draw all men
to myself."
M. Effie Rohrer.
"A word fitly spoken is like apples of
gold in pictures of silver." Prov. 25:11.
A converted man leaves off every doubtful thing in life.—H. B. Hosley.

T h e Christ of Bethlehem
(Continued from
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of Jesus was spared. Prophecy was fulfilled as well, for it is written "Out of
Egypt have I called my son."
The child Jesus, after being brought back
to Nazareth, the home of His parents, grew
in stature and in knowledge. He was later
baptized and after about three years of
ministry, He was crucified by wicked
hands. He was buried and He arose again.
He later ascended on high, leaving the
promise that He would come again. Surely
there has never been a time in the history
of the world when conditions would seem
to justify His coming again as now. That
very same Jesus, who ascended on High
will shortly relieve the many sufferers who
are at present on this earth, and if He is
to take His bride away from the earth before the tribulation, we would surely believe that it will be soon. Tribulation is
becoming more general in every land, in
every kindred. Unrest and anarchy was
never more prevalent than now. It is said
by some that Russia is training a large army
of calvarymen for a sudden invasion of
Palestine. If this be true, that great battle,
the bloodiest ever known, may shortly take
place in the valley of Megiddo, and when
that battle is fought as predicted in Sacred
Writ, and when it would seem as though
the enemy would overcome, then the Christ
of Bethlehem will appear on the scene, and
say—"IT IS E N O U G H . "
Gormley, Ont.

"Don't Lean on Andrew
Bonar!"
Andrew Bonar was a great saint and
teacher who exercised his ministry in Glasgow. He was a public force, and people
honored him, and mothers were glad to call
their babies by his name. There was one
of his congregation who was led to God
by him, led in the ways of life by him,
and who trusted him and fed upon his
words. Then one afternoon as he walked
the streets of Glasgow, he saw an announcement in the evening paper, "Death
of Andrew Bonar." He said, " W h a t shall
I do? My teacher, my friend and my helper is gone." Almost weeping, he went into
the park, and he saw there a nurse with
two children in a perambulator. One of
them was leaning against the other and the
nurse went and shook somewhat roughly
the one who was leaning against the other,
and said, "Don't lean on Andrew Bonar1!"
That was the name of the other baby. That
was God's message to the man.—The Bulwark.
Let us practise Christianity in the little
opportunities of every day.—A. B. Simpson.
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Christian Life Bible Studies for
Young Peoples Meetings
No. 71

No. 72
PROCRASTINATION
Topic for May 7, 1933

JESUS AND HIS MOTHER
Topic for May 14, 1933
Mother's Day

Suggestive Scripture Reading, Isa. 55:1-9
1. Forbidden by God to Israel. Ex. 22:29.
II. Forbidden by Christ to a Young Man.
Luke 9:59-62.
.. III. Practiced and Encouraged by Wicked
Men. Ezek. 11:2-3.
IV. Tolerated by some Professors. Matt.
25:2-13.
V. True Attitude of Saints Toward It.
Psa. 27:8; 119:60.
VI. Reasons for Avoiding.
1. Now is the Accepted Time. II Cor. 6:2.
2. Now is the Best Time. Ecc. 12:1
3. The Uncertainty of Life. Prov. 27:1.
VII. Danger of; Illustrated. Matt. 5:25.
VIII. Examples of
1. Felix. Acts 24:25.
2. Three Classes of Folks. Luke 14:18, 20.
3. Balaam. Num. 22.
Questions for Discussion:
1. What is the difference between waiting
for guidance and procrastination?
2. Is it possible that waiting may become
procrastination? If so; how?
3. Might procrastination be beneficial or
permissible under certain conditions?
4. If so, what are the conditions ?
5. Is procrastination sin?
Children's P a r t :
Possibly the truth of this can be impressed upon the children best by giving a few
incidents real to home life of procrastination
and what it really costs. Sometimes it is
exceedingly expensive.
Emphasize t h e
danger of such a habit.

God in Nature
Lord Kelvin was walking with Baron
von Liebig, the great chemist. They had
been conversing about the wonders of nature, particularly in the inorganic world,
when their conversation turned to the flowers of the field, the trees of the forest, the
balancing of the clouds, the glory of the
stars. Suddenly Lord Kelvin asked von
Liebig if he believed that the grass that
greens the field, and the flowers that glorify
the garden originated from mere chemical
forces. " N o more than I believe that the
books of botany which describe them originated from mere chemical forces," answered the famous German scientist.—A. Z.
Conrad, in Radiant Religion.

The Music of Heaven
In the Middle Ages a monk, Brother
Thomas, went out from the monastery to
gather sticks in the forest. As he was engaged in this task, he heard the singing of
a bird, and ceased from his labors, en-
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Scripture Quotation—Luke 1:46-55
Testimony of Jesus's Mother
I.

Characteristic of Jesus's Mother.
1. A pure character but not born sinless;
a virgin, Isa. 7:14; Matt. 1:23; needed
and found God's favor, Luke 1:30; had
a personal Saviour, Luke 1:47.
2. She was devoted to the will of God.
Luke 2:22-24, 39, 41; Luke 1:38.
3. She needed and received the Holy
Ghost. She was among the one hundred and twenty at Pentecost. Acts
1:4, 14; 2:1-4.
5. She recognized and respected, but did
not idolize her unusual Son. Luke
2:19-51; John 2:5, 12.
6. She was concerned for His welfare.
Luke 2:44; Matt. 12:46; John 19:25-27.
7. She was the mother of at least seven
children. Jesus and four more boys.
Matt. 13:55.
At least two daughters. Matt. 13:56.
II. Jesus's Attitude Toward His Mother.
1. He was subject to her. Luke 2:51.
2. He was not ashamed of her.
At a wedding. John 2:1, 2.
On His journeys. John 2:12.
3. He did not forget her in His extreme
suffering. John 19:25-27.
Applying the Lesson to Life To-day:
1. In what respects should present day
mothers be like the mother of Jesus ?
2. In what respects was she different from
any other woman who ever lived?
3. What valuable lessons may the youth
of to-day learn from Jesus as an earthlv
child?
4. Scripturally show the error of praying
to the "Blessed Virgin". Acts 14:11-15;
Rev. 19:10.
5. In whose Name shall we pray ? John
14:13; find other Scriptures.
6. Mothers: What is the most precious
tribute your child can pay to you?
7. Children: What have you done or what
are you going to do to-day, to express your
love and appreciation for your mother?
tranced with the music. Such singing, he
thought, he had never heard before. After
a little the bird stopped singing, and the
monk, taking up his bundle of fagots, returned to the monastery. W h e n he rang
the bell at the gate the brother who opened
the door asked him who he was. " W h y , "
said the monk, "I am Brother Thomas."
"But," said the other, "there is no Brother
Thomas in this community." "But," protested the monk, "I left the monastery not
more than an hour ago to gather sticks in
the wood." Then, carefully scrutinizing
him, the brother at the gate said, "I now
recall that when one of our aged brothers
died many years ago, he told us of a certain Brother Thomas who had gone out into
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the woods to gather sticks and had never
returned." They supposed that he had
been devoured by the wolves.
W h a t Brother Thomas, entranced with
the singing of the birds, supposed to be just
a few minutes was a hundred years! So
will it be with the music and the joys of
the heavenly life.—Clarence E. Macartney,
in Things Most Surely Believed.

In Touch with the Holy Spiril
We can so cultivate a sense of the Holy
Spirit's presence and our absolute need of
the light and power afforded by that presence, that our minds will be habitually appealing to Him. The venturesome climbers
of the Alps are attached to their expert
guides by ropes. Whether the guide be in
view or out of sight around some projecting
ledge, always there is the feel of the tug
upon the life line; always the assurance that
he is linked with one just ahead who knows
the way and who is trained for the special
business of holding the climber steady or
lifting and restoring him when he slips.
This is but a weak illustration, because the
Holy Spirit is infallible (non-fallible!). The
Alpine expert is not.—Wade C. Smith, in
New Testament Evangelism.

The World Watches
The minister prided himself on an early
hatch of chickens—the first of the season
in his community. He took the hen with
the fourteen fine young chicks to a local
corn and grain show held in a dance room
over a pool hall. At the close of the "exposition," and before he could remove his
display, an open door sent in a strong
draught of cold air, which chilled the hen
and her brood. Someone remarked: "Those
chickens must be sick!" T o which a bystander replied: "No, they're not sick.
You see they're the minister's chickens, and
they are sort of out of place up here in the
dance hall!"—C. F. Geiger in M. B. I.

A Little Silver
A Parable
One day a certain old rich man of a
miserly disposition visited a rabbi, who
took the rich man by the hand and led him
to a window. "Look out there," he said.
And the rich man looked out into the street.
" W h a t do you see?" asked the rabbi.
"I see men, and women, and little children," answered the rich man.
Again the rabbi took him by the hand,
and this time led him to a mirror. " W h a t
do you see now?" "Now I see myself,"
the rich man replied. Then the rabbi said:
"In the window there is glass, and in the
mirror there is glass. But the glass of the
mirror is covered with a little silver, and
no sooner is the silver added than you cease
to see others but only see yourself."—J. E.
Williamson.
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SIX MIRACLES
OF CALVARY
William R. Nicholson
TABLE OF CONTENTS
CALVARY'S SIX MIRACLES
What do Calvary's solemn scenes
and undeniable facts mean to-day?
They are the pledge and the earnest
of our redemption, therefore of neverending importance. Creeds and experiences fail in proportion as they
omit taking into account the results
of that "costly" transaction. Al!
Christian faith and every living hope
must cast anchor at Calvary. These
scenes and facts are powerfully illuminated.

The Rending of the Veil
The Miraculous Darkness
The Miracle of t'lie Opened Grave
The Miraculous Earthquake
The Undisturbed Grave Clothes of
Jesus
Revivals to Life in the Calvary
Graveyard
Eighty pages, 4"x7 1 /4", purple art
stock covers tastefully lettered and
decorated in silver. Five copies $1.00,
fifty or more for group use $15.00 per
hundred. Send 20 cents in coin or
stamps for sample copy. Order a
quantity for distribution to or sale by
your class or congregation.

THE SIX MIRACLES OF
CALVARY
This message is a source of rejoicing to the hearts of all true believers,
strengthening to the fearful and faltering, comforting to the depressed and
sorrowing. The Rev. James M. Gray,
D.D. personally urges repeated reading and extended circulation of this
book. He writes:
"I challenge the world of Christian literature to produce in the
same compass, anything on the redemption mysteries of the crucifixion of Christ, comparable in spiritual interest and power."

STREAMS IN THE DESERT
The Greatest Seller of the Year
Every life has its
desert. It may be the
desolation of sorrow
and sickness. It may
be temptation or testings, poverty or discouragement. Or the
desert may be one of
douhts and perplexity,
barren of peace and joy
and victory.
STREAMS IN THE
DESERT was written
by a missionary called

For every day in the
year, STREAMS IN
THE DESERT has a
Bible verse and choice
passages for meditation
on that verse. These
passages tell of the victories in life's valleys
and the thrills on life's
mountain peaks as experienced by G o d ' s
leaders of the present
and of the past.
Here are a few words
expressive of the worldwide blessings following S T R E A M S IN
THE DESERT:
"We do not hesitate
to say that this is the
best book for devotional
readings that we have
seen."

i go through peculiar
i a 1 s, fierce testings.
d h i t t e r disappoint;nts. G o d comforted
his missionary not to
make her comfortable,
but to make her a comforter of others. Little
wonder then th«.t the
book has reached out by
the thousands even to
farfiung mission fields.
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